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SUPERSONIC IQ-1665BT- Red 6.5-Inch Portable Bluetooth Speaker

Specifications Introduction
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BRAND: Supersonic
MODEL NAME: 6.5-Inch Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Red)
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth, USB
RECOMMENDED USES FOR PRODUCT: Music
MOUNTING TYPE: Plug Mount, Freestanding
SPEAKER: 6.5 in.
COMPATIBILITY: smartphone, notebook, iPhone, or iPad
RADIO FREQUENCY RANGE: 87.5 MHz to 108 MHz FM
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: 12.05 x 7.99 x 5.98 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 2.86 pounds

Clear sound and powerful sound effects are provided by the red Supersonic 6.5″ Portable Bluetooth Speaker! It
allows you to wirelessly stream music from any Bluetooth-enabled device, like an iPhone, iPad, laptop, or
smartphone. Additionally, it has safe and easy pairing for convenient use!

HOW TO SETUP

To activate Bluetooth mode, press the mode button.
Your device will begin looking for the speaker as soon as you turn on the Bluetooth feature.
Choose ‘IQ-1665bt’ from the list of devices that were found.

HOW TO PAIR

To activate your speaker, press and hold (power). Your speaker enters pairing mode automatically when the LED
indicator begins to rapidly blink blue.

HOW TO CONNECT TO PHONE

From the top of the screen, swipe downward.
Touch Bluetooth and hold it.
To pair a new device, tap. If Pair new device isn’t there, go under “Available devices” or hit More. Refresh.
Select the Bluetooth device you want to associate with your device by tapping its name.
Observe any directions displayed on the screen.

HOW TO PLAY MUSIC

By holding down the Power or Pairing button, you can put your Bluetooth device in pairing mode.
iPhone: Select Other devices under Bluetooth settings. To connect, tap the gadget.
Go to Settings > Connected devices > Bluetooth on an Android device. After choosing Pair new device, tap the
speaker’s name.

HOW TO RESET

First, disconnect the speaker from any associated devices. To return the speaker to its default settings, press and
hold both the power and Bluetooth buttons at the same time for longer than three seconds.

HOW TO FIX BLUETOOTH PAIRING PROBLEMS

Make sure Bluetooth is activated.
Find out the pairing method your device uses.
activate the discoverable mode.
Ensure that the two devices are sufficiently close to one another.
Turn the gadgets on and off again.
Eliminate previous Bluetooth connections.

Frequently Asked Questions



How can I tell when the battery in my Bluetooth speaker is full?

A row of LED lights on the front of your speaker will turn on once it is plugged in and remain on until charging is
finished.

Can I use my phone charger to charge my Bluetooth speaker?

To charge your wireless speaker, use the USB AC adaptor that came with your iPhone® or iPad® mobile device.
The characteristics of the AC adapter will determine whether it will take ten hours or longer to fully charge the empty
battery.

What happens if a Bluetooth speaker is overcharged?

Modern batteries have sophisticated sensors that prevent overcharging, but this does not guarantee that leaving the
battery hooked into the charger won’t harm it. One charging cycle is finished when a battery is fully charged; a battery
can only be fully charged a certain number of times before it is irreparably harmed.

Why won’t my phone and Bluetooth speaker pair?

If your Bluetooth devices aren’t connecting, they probably aren’t in pairing mode or are out of range. Try rebooting
your devices or letting your phone or tablet “forget” the connection if you’re experiencing persistent Bluetooth
connection issues.

How does my phone’s Bluetooth speaker function?

Ensure that discoverable mode is selected on your phone. Choose the speaker you want to pair by clicking on it
under “other devices.” The speaker and phone are currently in pairing mode. Both devices will be connected after
pairing is complete.

Does a Bluetooth speaker require WiFi?

Instead of an internet connection, short-range radio waves are how Bluetooth operates. This means you don’t need a
data plan or even a cellular connection for Bluetooth to function anywhere you have two compatible devices.

Can I use a power bank to charge my Bluetooth speaker?

You can, indeed. However, you must match (or be higher) the voltages needed by the speaker to the volts the power
bank outputs.

How long should a Bluetooth speaker be charged?

The Bluetooth® speaker’s internal battery needs three (3) hours to fully recharge from a dead battery.

Does an AUX cable power speakers?

No, using an auxiliary cable to charge a Bluetooth speaker is not possible. The aux port does not charge your
speaker; it is solely used for audio output. The AUX wire cannot charge your speaker since it cannot transfer power
from one device to another. For that, you’ll need to use the charging port.

Which method of charging a Bluetooth speaker works the best?

Using your laptop or desktop computer and a USB cable, charge your Bluetooth speaker. Combining a cable with a
micro USB port and your laptop or desktop with a Bluetooth speaker is probably the best substitute for the Bluetooth
speaker charger. That is as a result of this device’s superior strength compared to other items on our list.
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